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《敬畏群山》
Mountains that Humble and Hold Us in Awe
Author: Jidi Majia
ISBN: 978-7-5396-6518-4

China's most renowned Yi poet, Jidi Majia's poems have been rendered 
into over 18 foreign languages. This book includes seclected literay 
and cultural speeches of Jidi Majia, centers around the ethnic elements, 
ranging from his Yi identity to humanity.The translation is made by 
Huang Shaozheng, a famous independent translator.

《经山海》
Ching of the Era - Changes beyond Mountains and 
Seas
Author：Zhao Defa
ISBN：978-7-5396-6611-2

This book is a realistic novel about the prosperity of Chinese 
villages at modern time. The protagonist, Wu Xiaohao, worked as 
the deputy alcalde of a town called Kai Po after ten years' working 
experience. She relied on organization, deeply knew people's life 
and became a responsible and capable leader. A number of legendary 
achievements were made: Museum of Fishing, Deep Sea No.1, etc.. 
The novel reviews the trace of new era, combines modern with 
history and creates a novel person devoting to prosperity of Chinese 
village - Wu Xiaohao.

Contact: Zeng Bing
Email: 8733178@qq.com

安徽少年儿童出版社
 Anhui Children's Publishing House

“动物变形侠”
 Animal shifter
Author：Yang Peng 
ISBN：978-7-5707-0581-8, etc.

A universe catastrophe generates some genetically mutated teenagers 
on the earth. They have animal superpower, which is unattainable for 
normal human: some can change themselves to match the surroundings 
like chameleons; some can live under the sea like sharks; some can soar 
in the sky like eagle... Superpower brings them both surprises and endless 
troubles, even their survival is seriously threatened. Where should they 
go? The series establishes a grand and sci-fi world view. 

“杨红樱童话绘本”
Yang Hongying Fairytale Picture Book Series
Author：Yang Hongying,  Helen Leneveu
ISBN：978-7-5397-9803-5

Jointly created by Chinese writer Yang Hongying and French 
illustrator Helen Leneveu, this series is unique and exquisite. It has 
10 titles and each one is one of the most representative fairytale 
written by Yang. Her stories are pure and warm, arousing kindness 
and love in the deep heart. On the other hand, with strong painting 
style, distinctive texture of woodblock prints and vivid depiction, 
Leneveu's works are colorful, romantic and powerful, giving life to 
the images in books. The perfect combination of words and pictures 
will bring the young readers enjoyment in both literature and art and 
edification of love and beauty. 

Contact：Ms.Liu Tingting
Email: ahseliu@foxmail.com

中国人民大学出版社
China Renmin University Press

《构建人类命运共同体》
Building a Community of Shared Future for Mankind
Author：Chen Yue
ISBN: 978-7-300-26359-5

C H I N A   P U B L I S H I N G  &  M E D I A  J O U R N A L

Focusing on the core of Xi Jinping's diplomatic thought 
of building a community of human destiny, this book 
explores China's solutions to the problems of world peace 
and development. The book holds that the idea of building a 
community of human destiny has profound strategic vision 
and distinct Chinese characteristics. Leading the reform of the 
global governance system and promoting the construction of 
Belt and Road is a major practical innovation of Xi Jinping's 
diplomatic thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics 
and a systematic project of building the community of human 
destiny.

《中国人的理想与信仰》（增订本）
Chinese Ideals and Beliefs
Author：Yu Wenli
ISBN: 978-7-300-24812-7

 The main content of the study is that the Chinese people, 
as a special group nurtured by Chinese civilization, cherish 
their ideals and beliefs in the long-term historical evolution, 
social production and life practice. From the perspective of the 
interaction between cultural psychological structure and social 
development, the study compares and divides history and reality. 
Focusing on subjects such as the generation and shaping of ideals 
and beliefs, it depicts the real situation of the ideal world and 
belief world of Chinese people.

 
Contact：Guangyu Liu
Email: liugy@crup.com.cn

华东师范大学出版社
East China Normal University Press

《中国好故事》
Tales of China
Author:Melinda Thompson
ISBN：978-7-5675-9290-2,etc.

74 beautifully illustrated Chinese tales retold for modern 
readers. A lively, narrated audio book for each story that 
includes vivid sound effects and music (100 installments).
Lexile  measurements for each book of collected stories vary 
from 420L to 660L, which make these engaging tales a sure 
favorite of readers and listeners from kindergarten age to adult, 
including English language learners. ESL digital courseware 
and lesson plans to teach English with Tales of China are 
being developed - and align with the US Common Core State 
Standards.

Contact: Susan Su
Email: sushanxuan@ecnupress.com.cn

广西师范大学出版社
Guangxi Normal University Press Group 

《徐冰：从天书到地书》
Xu Bing： Book from the Sky to Book from the 
Ground
Authors: Xu Bing            ISBN：978-7-5598-2101-0

A unique, fascinating book which shows the international 
artist Xu Bing's reflection and challenge on the way of text, 
language and culture transmission.

《手上的朴光：中国民艺之旅》
Pure Light in Hand：a Journey to Chinese Folk 
Art                                                              
Authors: Tong Xiaxi,etc.            ISBN：978-7-5598-1960-4
    Looking among nine major Chinese provinces and cities, for 
nearly one hundred folk artisans and 35 existing precious skills... 
Connecting to the spiritual power, as well as  exploring the new 
life of Chinese folk art.

Contact：Tao Jia
Email: tj@bbtpress.com   
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